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SOME PROBLEMS 

OF PLUME THEORY SMOKE MOVEMENT 

AND THE ONSET OF FLASHOVER 

P.B. Thornas 

Department of Fire Safety Engiileering 

Lund University, 

Sweden 



PREFACE 

The three papers comprising this report are each concerned with various aspects 

of the applica,tion of scaling, plunle theory in the assessment of the hazards 

from snloke and flashover, the design of smoke control in buildings and the 

interpretation of experiments. 

Pliilip Thoinas 

Lund, December 1989 
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SOME OF THE BASIC PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
IK AANALYSING THE BEHAVIOUR 

OF PLUMES AND FLOW FROM OPENINGS 
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Introductioii and Background 
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Basic ideas and Siinilarity 

The Cla,ssical Weak Axi-symmetric P l u m  

Weak and Strong Axi-symmetric Plumes 

Some prohlcms. 

The Lee a,nd Ernmoris liiie or strip plume 

Flow oub ol opeiiiiigs 

The use oC plume and hydra,ulic flow theory for ellclosure fires 

Numerical modelling 

Suinliiary of Coinmeiits 011 Eiiclosure fires 

The Ecluivalciil Gaussiaii Source 

A Paradox 

References 

Attention is dra~vii to some of the liinitatioiis of conve~itional p l u m  theory, 

so~iie  differences hetween axi-syinmet,ric and line plumes, and some rat,ionalisa,tioii 

wliich is possil~le in corrclating data for the flow from wide vertical opeiiings. 

Thc paper is more a summary and a series of notes tlian a leiigbliy esercisc! 

in the subject. 



1. Introduction and Ba,ckpround 

A number of topics relevant to conventiollal plume theory need examinatioli 

before discussing details of its application to design, if only to demonstrate tlie 

limitations of theory beyond which resolutiou of detail is not possible. 

1.1 Conventiolial ~ l u m e  theory 

Plume theories such as those used by Thomas, et al. (1) IIeskestad (2), Zu- 

koski et al. (3 ) ,  IIinkley (4) and Morgan and Marshall (5) are partly theore- 

tical and partly enipirical.1 There is an empirical content even in basic 

nulnerical modelling since turbulent flow is based on statistical theories of tur- 

bulence. Convent,ional plume tlieory is based on time averaged quantities and 

this distorts the descriptions of rnolneutulii and kinetic energy. This however 

does not have a primary eflect on tlie tlieory of plulnes so long as similarity 

ca.n be assumed, for then the fluctuating coliiponent is proportional to the niean 

and tlie form of the resulting relationships between dilnensio~iless variables is 

a f fe~t~ed only in 6he empirica,l coefficients which are derived from experiments. 

1.2 Basic idea? and similalitv 

The theoretical pari of plume theory is based on the continuity of tlie vertical 

rnass flow expressed in ternls of the concept ol entrainment, tlie conservation of 

convected lieat or buoya.ncy, a.nd the vertical buoyancy producing a rate of 

change of momentum. The idea of an eiitraillnient coefficient "a." was introdu- 

ced by hlort,on, Ta,ylor and Turner (6). Its constancy depends on the conserva- 

tion of the horizontal distributions of vertical velocity and temperature rise (or 

of density difference). The nature of the distribution defines the value of "a"; 

for exaniple n for a "top hat" plume is JZ greater than that for a Gaussian 

distribution (7)  when rnass and monientum are both equal for the two types of 

distribution. 

IIlinklcy's application to pluliies of a forniula derived for flanles is virtually 
wholly empirical. 



1.3 The classical axi-svmmetric weak plume 

If, conventionally, we assume a is constant and "p" is assumed constant 

(= p,) except in the buoyancy term we obtain for the conservation of mass 

where c is a constant depeudeut on the choice of horizontal distribution, "top 1 
hat", Gaussian etc, b is the effective radius of the plume and "w" is the 
vertical velocity.. 

The momeiitum equat,ion is 

vvhere Ap = p - p, g is the acceleration due to gravity and c2 is ai~other 
0 

constant. The  coilservatioii of heat is 

where c3 is a thii(, constatit. 

cl, c2 and c3 are obtained from various integrals of the Gaussian or "top hat" 

distributions. Allowa,nce can be made for a different scale for velocity "w"  and 

temperature rise 0. These equations lead, for the flow a long way from the 

source, to 

where g is the acceleration due to gravily 

To is the ambient absolute temperature 

p, t,he uniforin deiisit,y 

c is the spccilic heat of the fluid at constant, pressure 
P 



Q is the rate of heat release 
z is the height above the virtual source. 

The constants of proportionality depend on the choice of distribution and on 0. 

In practice they are used to define "CP. 

The question arises as to  what is the correction for "strong" plumes i.e. where 
one allows for the different density in all terms. 

Tliomas et a 1  ( l )  used p instead of p. in the denominator of -+ and in 
pocp 0 

the term for mass 111' = Q '  This leads to terms ill [l + o / T ~ ] ~ ~ ~  or m 
I' 

] ' / G u t  more recent considerations suggest other forms with a 

better tl~eoretical basis. 

Morton (8) considered both strong and weak axi-symmetric pluilies in terms of 

tlie siinpiilication ol tlie "top hat" profile and, following Thomas (9) using 

Ricou and Spalding's (10) analysis (see below), proposed 

With this equation a.nd the substitut,ion of B = bm and values of cl, c2 
and c. appropriate to a "top hat," profile, equations ( l ) ,  (2) and (3) become 3 

c c Op WB" Q 
4 p  0 

and p0 = p 1.' 
0 0 



These are the equations for the weak plume with "bt' replaced by b m .  

The conventional assumptions are made, viz. no effective pressure differences and 

negligible vertical diffusion'. 

Workers a t  the Factory Mutual Rcscarch Corporation have published three pa- 
pers (11), (12) and (13) claiming @/To gives a better correlalion of data2 than 

does BIT. 

1.5 Some nroblems 

We note that the mathematical tra~isformatioil is not possible if the distributioii 

is not the simple "top hat" form. The assumptioil of Gaussian distribution is 

however arbitrary, based on a.n empirical description of a bell shaped distribu- 
tion which is clearly nea,rly Gmssian, but only a more detailed analysis can 

discuss this aspect of plumes. 

We now need to consider line plumes and further problems arise. We first, r e -  

consider tlic deriva,tion of equatioil (6). Ricou and Spalding (10) correlated 

experiments on jets where there were sigllificant density differences between p of 

the injected fluid and p. of its ambient surroundings. They gave the followiiig 
equation 

where m is the mass f lux M the momentum flux and I< is dimensionless. 

2 7 Thonias wrote dm/dz as proportional to &upo and A6 as proportional to pw b- 

and deduced cquatioii (6). However siinilar experiments have not been done for 

24imensional plumes and jets for which m and M cannot be the relevant 

quantities; these are the values for unit length i.e. m' ,  M' respectively. It  is 

not clear how to adapt equation (10) to il~clude m' and M' and retain a 

'This is in effect the "free boundary layer" approximation and depends on the 
flow being predominaiitly vertical. It begins to fail when there is significant 
necking or expansion near a finite source. 

2\\'ith no doubt an additional comment by the Bellman 



diniensionless quantity! Perhaps equation (6) is the more fundamental. But if it 

is there are furtlicr problenis with line plumes. 

One is that in principle, tlie inflow into an ideal (infinite) plume is constant 
at all distances from tlie plume to infinity and presumably subject to 

disturbances a long way from tlie plume. A second is as follows. 

2 Recasting equations ( l ) ,  (2) and (3)  with b instead of b (and different but 

constant values for cl, c:, etc and Q replaced by Q'  i.e. the rate of theriiial 

energy release per unit length of line), cannot exploit any variation of Morton's 

transformation with a =ao%. O~iiy if a = constant can such a transfornia- 

tion he made, viz 

However, as yet, line pluines have only been discussed in terms of a, constant 

a and we are now forced to examine the theory of line plumes in the light. of 
above comments. 

l . G  The Lee and Emrnons line and st,rin i~lume tlieorv 

Lee and Emmous, (11) on whose work Morga~i and Marshall (5) based tlieii 

analysis, wrote their equations in term of buoyancy deficiency, not convected 

lieat. This leads to their results being given in terms of b' = 4 ( 7  being 
Yo Po 

Treating specific weight = gp) whicli Morgan and Marshal1 repheed by 
" 

tlie denoiniliator T as different froln To  may be a better approximation thau 

earlier ones but is not justified by appeal to Lee and Ernnions because they 

assulnrd p=p in all ternls other than in buoyancy, tlie driving force for line 
0 

plume. Consider a "top hat" strong line plume with constalit a. 

2 $ ( b ~ 2 ~ )  = 2gApli 

and 2c pOwb = Q I 
P 



The use of equa,tion (11) gives 

and c . Opowbl = Q' 
P 

wliere ~p appears as Q = O 
P T 0 

The Gaussian distribution can be accommodated by a.ssurning w and 6' are 

Gaussian in a transforined llorizontal scale 11, = jbpdr/po. 

Attempting to allow [or the distinctioll between p and p. requires an analysis 

beyond that  ol simple plulne theory and the assumptions as to the nature of 

the profile which ma,y be related to a transformed horizontal scale. Clearly one 

must appeal to experiments or perhaps numerical modelling. 

2 Flow out of openines 

2.1 The use of plume and hydraulic theory for enclosure fires. 

We use "weak1' plume theory and allow for the flow into and out of an 
opening in ways appropriate to shallow layers or deep layers; intermediate layers 

must be dealt with by the method of Prahl and Emmons (15). We also write 



when Q; refers to the flow of convected heat unit width of opening a.t 

a temperature rise of D and mass flow m' for unit width. 

The results are shown in Fig.l for the three configura,tions shown in Fig.2. In 

addition Thonlas (16) has shown that the power law formulae of McCaffrey and 
Quintiere (17) can bc written, within the limits of data as 

Note we lnve removed the dependence on heat transfer but Q' is here Qtethe 

net energy leavinp the opening (see also 2.3). 

2.2 Numrrical Modelling 

The above "zone" modelling of flows ought to be subject to conlputational 

analysis (by "field" modellil~g). That it has not been is per l la~s  one reason for 
the present difficulties. One relevant analysis has however been made by Bhy ,  

Turhault and Jourbert (18) allowing for temperature dependent density (in all 
terms). They analysed the two4imensional system showll in Fig.3. 

and studied 3 conditions without heat loss (Q '  = Q;) 

and wrote that the results followed scaling la,ws 

4 -6 115 (a) D a (Q1 H ) 

(The -115 in their paper is clea,rly a misprint.) 

b) V a ~ 1 ~ / ~ 1 3 - ~ / ~ ~  in the hot zone 

and c) V a ( Q ' H ) ~ / ~  in the cold zone 

where V is velocit,y. 



The "expected" 0 (for weak plumes) scales as so the larger this is 

the greater the ratio of the 0 calculated by to the conventional 0. 

In the expression @$y 
we substitute for m' and 0 is proportional to [h] 'l5 .  The expression 

P 
is then proportional to 0 -'l6 and curves of this form, matched to otiiers at  
O/To = 1 are shown in Fig. 1. 

2.3 Summa,rv of Cominent~s on Enclosure fires. 

The flow out of wide openings can he described by 

where K is a weak decreasing fulxtioil of temperature. Tlie approximate method 

of interp~eting tlie hlccaffrey-Quintiere regression makes " K '  a weak increasing 

one but this is prol~ably due to the lilnitatio~is imposed on tlie treatment of 

tlie heat loss term, which is described elsewhere (16). Tlie treatnmits given of 

tlie various equations for enclosure flows, supported by the iiumerica,l analysis of 

Blay, Turliault and Jourbert suggest that da.ta should be exa,~nined by evalua,- 

ting "K" and examining its variation with window and compartment geometry, 

and perlmps tlie geometry of the position and size of the fire, and the hot 

layer temperature. 

The relation above is the basis for combining a 2 and 3 dilmensional plume 

(19) avoiding calculatioii of edge effects. Thus: 



reduces to the axi-symmetric plume equation for >> 1 and for the line T; 
z plume when L << 1. The two colistant,~ y and fi are determined by these 

limit,s which are correctly described and so can be used as a first approxima- 

tion for intermediate situations (z can be adjusted to accoinniodate a virtual 

source if so desired). 

3. The Eouivalent Gaussian Source 

For a plume with velocity decreasing asymptotically to infinity away from the 

axis the terin "b" is cha.racte~.ist~ic of its width. I-Iowever there is a real 

avera,ge temperature defined by flow and heat. For a "top hat" profile the 

average and maxiniu~ii temperatures are the same but for the Gaussian distri- 

bution they are not. Since a plume nla,xiinuni temperature cannot rise when the 

distribution chmges from a "top hat," to a Gaussian distribution as it inust 
when emerging from a nozzle or slit or from a layer burning around a corner 

there must be a drop in the avera,ge teniperature and if thermal energy is to 

be comerved in the modcl of the flow the ma,ss must be increased. The ra.tio 

of average to ~naxirnunl temperature in the Gaussiau flow of Lee and Emmons 

is about 213 so there must he ail anna.rent, entrainment of about 50% when 

the "top hat" profile becomes a Gmssian flow. 

An Equivalent Gaussian Source can he provided which matches a "top hat" 

profile in miss as well as heat aud momentum but then its peak temperature 

must bc presunled to be higher and it is in effect "fictitiousl'. The real t e i -  

peratures will necessarily be less. This is clearly an area where experimental 

study and numerical analysis are overdue. 

Lastly we consider w h t  might happen if a plume is disturbed along its ver- 

tical a,xis. Co~iventiolial plume theory trea,ts the local horizontal velocit,y as 

proportional to the local vertical ve1ocit)y which for a line source is constant in 

the far field. If such a plume were interrupted by, say, a horizontal insulated 



wire grid wllicll did not deflect the central axis there would necessarily be a 

loss of vertical n~omentum and velocity and so of entrainment. The lesser dilu- 

tion implies tha,t the temperature at  some level above the disturbance in the 
new far field would be raised! Does this happen? Are the coilventional assump- 

tions governing mean values, similarity, neglect of pressure etc sufficiently robust, 

to describe this rehtively simple effect? 

5. Conclusion 

Several details collcerning the application of plume theory have been discussed 
though some have more relevance to the interpietation and correlation of vali- 

dating experiinental data. Perhaps the most important points concern the dis- 

tortion of simple scaling by the secondary effects of rises in temperature. 

The calcula,t,iol~ by Blay et al. confirms that the discrepancy between actual 

temperature and temperature rise predicted from conveiltiollal scaling laws rises 

a,s temperature rises. So does the use of B/(To+O) instead of O/To, but 

whether the latter is a, fortuitous expression of the first effect is not clear. If 

it is, it should be recognized a,s such (requiring further numerical calculations) 

and not treated as a corollary of the Lee and Emmons theory which it is not. 

Little has been written here about the condilions for finite sources where mass 

and momentum flows do not match a.s in the far field so that the plume in -  

tially necks or expands. Tlie remarks about sirnila,rity however are apposite since 

a flame is not Gaossian near its base but has a biomodal distribution. The 

remarks about the fluctuating component of energy and momentum are also 

apposite, especially in coilnection with the interface between a plume and a 

layer. It is hoped that i n  these notes there has been enougll comment and 

exposition to demonstrate some of the limitations within which engineering a u -  

lyses for plumes applies. 

There is clearly scope for some more experimental worli and numerical analysis. 



Most of the analyses uilderlyiiig this work formed the basis of lectures at the 

University of Lund, Sweden and the Technical University of Denmark, where 

the author ha.s been holding Visiting Professorsl~ips. 
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Kawagoe 
F u l l y  developed, u n i f o r m  f i r e  (F ig l c l  

Free l ine plume 

,8"6(af ter  Blav e t  a l l  

h o ~ l  l i ne  plume (Fig 1b) 

Figure 1 Comparison o f  types of f l o w  out  o f  compartments 



- 
[ a )  L ine  plume a t  plane o f  symmetry 

r4 
(b )  L ine source  a t  base  o f  w a l l  

[ c )  F u l l y  developed f i r e  ( fo l lowing Kawagoe's model) 

Fig 2 Configurations of f low from openings 



Figure 3 The scenario of Blay, Turhault & Joubert 



FURTHER COMMENTS ON THE FLOW O F  GASES 
FROM VERTICAL OPENINGS WITHIN SHOPPING 

MALLS. 

Morgan and Hansell (1) conclude their April comment on Law's (2) February 

coininent on Gardner's (3)  paper with the result that the fire power Qf 
necessary to produce fla.sliover in a room of height "H" (with wide openings) 

depends on H as 

They say the result for an "ideal" case is Qi a N 3 

McCaffrey et at. (4)  employ 6 0 0 ' ~  ten~perature rise as a criterion of flashover. 

This is not far in excess of temperature rises typical of flames reaching the 

smoke hyer  in thc upper part of the space so if one recalls correlations of 

vertical flame heigth "L" with firepower Q these results are easily understood. 
Thus AlcCalfrey (5) derived 

Thomas's (6) correhtion can be rewritten as 

wlicre the original D - a linear dimension characteristic of fire area - is licle 

replaced by P the perimeter to wliicll it is proportional for a given shape of 

flame base. 



L For X O(1) we have1 

and if one were to write PCYQ' /~  one would obtain 

These relationships are independent of compartment dimension or window width 

provided the size of the flames is determined by entraiument unimpeded by the 

window. The criterion of flames reaching half way, or all the way, up to the 

ceiling is on the safe side of a flashover criterion and expresses conditions near 

to it. 

Morgan and Hanscll (1) coutrast in detail McCaffrey et al.'s regression equation, 

which Law (2) poiuted out as more appropriate for narrow openings, with 

Babrauskas's (7)  equatiou based on much of the same data?. 

A comparison between those equabions and others has been made by Thomas 

(S) from which it appears that not too much siguificance should be a t txhed  to 

their different forms. There are reservations to  the use of all such equations, 

inside a,s well a.s outside the range of the experimenlal data,, many of them 

mentioned by Morgan and f-Ia~nsell. There is rather less significance to their 

phra,se "a quite differeat function" than might be inferred especially in view on 

the restriction or A w I A J H  to less than 2000, a,s will be seeu from Thornas's 

graphical representation in reference (S). 

It should be noted generally that two equations 

and y = C + Dxl + Ex2 

'The indices 1.65 aud 0.85 add up to 2.5 because the origin of equatious (1) 
and (2) is cliineusionless. The index in equation (2) was obtained from 
statistical analysis as 0.31. IIad it been 0.33 equation (3) would have been the 

familiar Q ~ F ' H ~ / ~ .  

?There are some misprints in the form quoted. If Q is in kw both coefficieuts 
are too small by 1000. 



bolh have three disposable constants and can fit the same data in limited 

ranges of x l  and x2 according to how n~uch  scatter one accepts in the repre- 

sentations of the data. 

I t  is possible to rewrite the regression of McCaffrey et al. in  terms appropriate 

to wide openings. If, then, Q& the convected energy emerging per unit width 

is used instead of the energy Q' emitted inside per unit width of openings, one 

can show that the heat loss tern1 has little influence on the expression 

The heat loss referred to and expressed in the McCaffrey et al. regression 

refers to a uniform temperature. One ileeds simple procedures for dealing with 

the horizoiltal temperature gradiants due to loss to the ceiling in three diinen- 

sioilal flow a,nd one would have t o  lean heavily 011 the criterion of flashover a,s 

a criterion of hazard and on the assuinptions of a uniform depth of layer and 

of inotioi~ predominately in one direction. 

Perliaps, in view of these problems, one could regard the decisive condition for 

the outset of the hazards of flashover as flames reaching the smoke la,yer, or 

say K/2 because it is likely to be a necessary coudition for flashover (and a 

conserva,tive one). For sinall cornpartinents it is little different from the criterion 

of fiashover itself. For large con~partn~ents  il  introduces - a,s i t  perhaps 

sl~ould - a factor of safely. 
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SOhIE COMMENTS ON RECENT CALCULATIONS An'D 
DATA ON VOID-SCREEN DEPTHS 

The data presented by Morgan and Marshall (1) in the March issue of the 
Journal supplement those published earlier by Marshal1 (2) and have attracted 

comment by Hansell (3): they deserve further comments. Their Fig (5) shows 

the variation uf Adw - the difference between the hot gas layer depths I'dw l1 

and "dln0, respectively near a,nd farther from the fire - and I'd, " itself. Stan- 

dard deviations are quoted but it is not clear whether the statistical ai~alysis 
acco~nmodates the special fea,tures of such a presenta.tion in which the variations 

in the two quantities t l~mse laes  are likely to be correlated. The same uncer- 

tainty also a,pplies to Iiailsell1s (3) analysis. I11 Marshall's correlation the mall 

width \V and the exit width Wex were the same but they are different for 

the new da.ta. 

Fig (1) shows the original measured quantities lidw" and "d," against "Wex". 

The si~iall negligible difference in "dwil between data for shop widths 'Wsh'' 

equal to 7.5 and 5 m (scaled up size) is 0.08 m but,  allowing for this reduces 
the scatter in the data for "dwl'  and maltes the departure of the data for 

Test 13 more obvious. There is a smaller effect on "dlnl' but data fro111 Test 

13 and Test 14 depa.rt noticeably from the general trend. 

The scaling requires equality of Q/S5I2 where Q is fire power and S a di- 

mension chasact~erizing the scale eg. mall height "H". In the range considefed Q 

(i.e. Q / ~ 5 / 2 )  did not siylificantly affect the relationship between ''dwl' and 

"dllIil. So the scaling presumably takes the simplified form 

where F means "a  functioil of". 

Any other geomct~sic ratios would also be included in F. Following Morgan and 

Marshall's implicat,ion that ''dlll'l incorporates all the effect of \Vex a,nd trea,ting 

the sinall effect of Wsll . S  negligible, we have 



where F2 is another functional relationship 

It is such a relation which has presumably been used to scale up the small 
scale experimental data to a 5 m high mall. Morgan aud Marshall observe 

"that it is not geuerally true that Adw is independent of the mall width ... 
but only that it is true for one particular geometry". This is correct so long 

as "geometry" i~lcludes size as well as shape; but the data are presented 

without reference to the 5 m height and this it would seem needs to be 

explicit. Whilst dw and dill may be independent of height "1-1" for shallow 
layers one must entertain the possibility that there is a physical dependelm for 

thick layers apl~roachiug half the mall height. 

Hansell describes the data by 

which we rewrite as 

W (LnT + L n  S)S Ad 
D! = \v 

a ' T  
111 

(4)  
l - L q  - LllS 

where in equation (3) N is 2, but here must be regarded as possibly depending 

IV dm on S. For given values of . and we olstai~i from equation (4) 

So for W - 7.5 111 and bm - 5 111 (roughly mid-values of the data.) 

i.e. a, small change in S produces a three times la.rger change in  N for given 

dimensionless ratios. The constant 2 is not iudependent scale a,nd maybe rather 

sensitive to it. 



A general equation of the type of equation (2) above can express relationships 

betwecl1 dw and dill which are independent of scalc but for that they would 

need to be proportioi~al to each other. This they are not and one must treat 

extrapolation with caution. 
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